Get connected

Voice Controlled Thermostat

evohome

Single Zone Thermostat

Listens. Learns. Saves.

Create the perfect comfort zone.

A true source of comfort.

Complete connected choice.
With our Voice Controlled Thermostat, evohome
smart zoning system or Single Zone Thermostat,
we really have all the bases covered.
There is really only one company that is offering your customers
a real choice of ‘connected’ heating controls – Honeywell.
Whether it’s a simple connected single zone thermostat, a
unique voice controlled thermostat or a multi-zone connected
heating system, we give you all the choice you need to satisfy
any customer, system or boiler. We understand what you and
your customers need, giving you complete confidence in our
heating control systems.

www.honeywelluk.com/getconnected

Single Zone Thermostat
A true source of comfort.
It’s a connected thermostat that
thinks it’s a programmable thermostat.

The entry level
Single Zone
Thermostat

Complete
connected
choice

The touchscreen and
aesthetic evohome
connected thermostat

Single Zone Thermostat
It’s a wireless room thermostat that can be controlled from anywhere via the Honeywell
Total Connect Comfort app
It’s a wireless programmable thermostat (time and temperature profiling via the Honeywell
Total Connect Comfort app)
It’s a simple wireless one heating zone solution that can be used in any system, with any boiler
The success of the Honeywell single zone room thermostat is one of Europe’s best kept
secrets. Installed in thousands of homes, this simple to use, attractive wireless room
thermostat is now available in the UK. This simple to use room thermostat will make the
connected home more affordable.

If only everything in life
was this easy to control...
Say “hello” to the Voice Controlled
Thermostat from Honeywell that
listens, learns and saves.

Hello Thermostat

Voice Controlled Thermostat
It’s a voice controlled programmable thermostat
It’s a wired programmable thermostat, controlled from anywhere via the Honeywell Total
Connect Comfort app
It’s a wired heating control that can be used in any system, with any boiler
Once again, we are providing innovative technology for the homeowner to give them full control of their
heating system.
Voice activated technology is now established as a new way of controlling many different devices.
A voice controlled thermostat is a natural progression, making changing room temperatures even easier.
This is the first control of its kind in the UK, reinforcing our position as the market leader in advanced
technology for you and your customers.

The zoned upgrade
evohome multi-zone
heating control system
The new technology
alternative Voice
Controlled Thermostat

Total control of
temperature via
smartphone or
tablet app

Create the perfect
comfort zone.
The evohome controller gives you
touchscreen control of your central heating

evohome multi-zone system
You can quickly change things with our
Honeywell Total Connect Comfort app;
control your heating from wherever you are
When used as a programmable thermostat,
you have easy-to-see temperature and
time schedules
It has a built-in scheduling wizard making it easy
to set the time and temperature
Quick Actions function so you can easily set up
the system for days off; lower temperatures at
the press of a button and make controlling the
heating when you are leaving home for short or
long periods simple to do

Independently control the time and
temperature of up to 12 heating zones
Why not have different time and temperature
schedules for the areas you use the least?
Now you don’t have to heat your guest
bedrooms to the same temperature as the
rest of the house when no one is using them
There are many different ways you can
make your heating work with your lifestyle,
and it can all be installed wirelessly without
disturbing the décor.

The evohome system
gives you back control of
comfort levels and heating costs.

Once you have evohome installed, you can
easily upgrade to a fully controlled Smart Zone
heating system
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